
Wheels of Time 
2 players 
20 min 
 
Components: 
4 Wheels: 2 production wheels and 2 player wheels (marked 1 and 2) 
Also needed: 1 six-sided die, and either paper and a pencil or the optional 
player aids to track 
resources. 
 
Object: 
Be the first player to finish your city by building 4 walls, 4 roads, and 4 
buildings. 
 
Setup: 
You will need to track the following things on paper or with the optional 
player aids: 
1. Developments: food production, population, walls, roads, and buildings. 
2. Resources: bricks, wood, stones, food supply, and hired workers. 
Note your starting food production and population as 2. Everything else starts 
at zero. 
Choose one player to place the four wheels faceup on the table in the 
configuration shown on the Help Sheet. The wheels may be rotated to any 
position so long as the player wheels and production wheels are in the correct 
spots and there are five links. The other player then chooses 
which player wheel he wants to control. The player with wheel #1 goes first, 
then play alternates. 
 
 
 
Turns: 
A turn consists of four phases, which always occur in order: 
1. Feeding Phase 
2. Action Phase 
3. Production Phase 
4. Danger Phase 
 
1. Feeding Phase: Compare your population level to your food production 
level. 
A. If your food production is equal to or greater than your population, then 
you have 

enough food to feed your people. Go on to the next phase. 
B. If your population is greater, you may supplement with your food supply if 
you have any. It costs one food for each level that your food production falls 
short. If you cannot or choose not to use your food supply, you must decrease 
your population level for each one you do not feed. If your population falls to 
zero, you lose the game. 
 
2. Action Phase: You may perform one or more actions. Your population level 
determines the number of actions available each turn. If you have hired 
workers, you may use them 
to take additional actions. Each hired worker allows you to take one extra 
action, but may only be used once. Actions are optional, and you may choose 
to perform all, some, or none of the actions available. Each of the following 
counts as 1 action and can be performed in any order multiple times during a 
turn: 
A. Turn a wheel: You may turn your player wheel or either production wheel 
one space clockwise to form a new set of links. If you have more than one 
action Wheels of Time 
available, you may turn one wheel multiple turns, or you may turn multiple 
wheels. Each space a wheel is turned counts as one action. You cannot turn 
your opponent’s wheel. (Note: spaces on player wheels are larger than those 
on the 
production wheels, but they each count as 1 action.) 
B. Build: If you have the correct building materials in your supply, you may 
convert them into one wall, road, or building. Be sure to adjust your resources 
accordingly. You may only construct a building if you have enough walls and 
roads to support it. For example, you must have at least 1 wall and 1 road 
before you build your first building, and 2 walls and 2 roads before the 
second, etc. Do 
not count any walls or roads that will be built during the next phase. 
Resources from your supply can never be combined with existing links to 
build. 
C. Trigger one of your three links. See the next two phases for instructions on 
how to resolve a link. Be sure to follow the directions for the common link if it 
is triggered. If the link still exists at the end of the Action Phase, you should 
resolve 
it again during the appropriate phase. For two actions, you may trigger two 
links that could combine to develop a building (see below). If you trigger a 
population 
link, you may use the extra action during the same turn. 

3. Production Phase: Check your three links. If you have any production or 
development links, you receive the corresponding resource or development. A 
building requires three resources. This can be accomplished by combining two 
links. One link would need two of the required resources, while the other 
would need to produce the third resource. For example, a wood-brick link 
could combine with a stone-gold link to develop a building. Links that are 
combined in this way do not also produce separately. Again, you need an 
equal or greater number of walls and roads before  developing a building. If 
the common link is a production or development link, your opponent also 
receives the appropriate item. You may never have more than 4 of any single 
resource or development at one time. Links may be resolved in any order. 
 
4. Danger Phase: If there are any danger or disaster links, resolve them now. 
A. If the danger or disaster is not a common link, it affects you (the active 
player). For a danger (one skull), lose the linked resource if you have it. For a 
disaster (two skulls), roll the die and follow the directions for the 
corresponding disaster. 
B. If the common link is a danger, the player with the skull takes the linked 
resource from the other player (if that resource is available) and adds it to his 
own supply. 
C. If the common link is a disaster, the player who caused the disaster forces 
the opponent to roll the die and follow the directions for the corresponding 
disaster. Any developments that are hit are simply lost; they do not get 
transferred to the 
other player. 
D. After a disaster, always turn all four wheels one space clockwise. This does 
not trigger another production or danger phase. 
E. You may never have a negative number of resources or developments. 
Ending the Game: The game may end in one of two ways. If a player’s 
population level ever reaches zero, he immediately loses the game. If one 
player ever has 4 walls, 4 roads, and 4 
buildings, he has finished his city and wins the game, which ends 
immediately. Any dangers/disasters occurring during the final turn do not 
have to be resolved. If, as a result of a 
common development link, both players achieve the goal at the same time, 
then the active player is the winner. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Solitaire Version of Wheels of Time 
1 player 
10 minutes 
 
Components: 
(same) 
 
Object: 
Finish your city by building 4 walls, 4 roads, and 4 buildings before the end of 
the 8th round. 
Setup: 
 (same) 
 
Rounds: 
The game is played over a series of eight rounds. Each round consists of five 
phases, which always occur in order: 
1. Feeding Phase 
2. Action Phase 
3. Production Phase 
4. Danger Phase 
5. Wheel Rotation Phase 
 
 
 
 
Ending the Game: The game may end in one of three ways. If your 
population ever falls to zero, or if the eighth round ends and you have not 
finished building 4 walls, 4 roads, and 4 buildings, then you lose. If, however, 
you ever have 4 walls, 4 roads, and 4 buildings, then you immediately win the 
game. You do not need to resolve any dangers/disasters that occur during the 
final round.  
Variations: You can change the number of maximum rounds to make the 
game easier or harder. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Feeding Phase 
(same) 
 
2. Action Phase  
(same) 
 
3. Production Phase: Check your three links. If you have any production or 
development links, you receive the corresponding resource or development. A 
building requires three resources. This can be accomplished by combining two 
links. One link would need two of the required resources, while the other 
would need to produce the third resource. For example, a wood-brick link 
could combine with a stone-gold link to develop a building. Links that are 
combined in this way do not also produce separately. Again, you need an 
equal or greater number of walls and roads before developing a building. You 
may never have more than 4 of any single resource or development at one 
time. 
 
4. Danger Phase: If there are any danger or disaster links, resolve them now. 
A. For a danger (one skull), lose the linked resource if you have it. For a 
disaster (two skulls), roll the die and follow the directions for the 
corresponding disaster. 
B. After a disaster, always turn all four wheels one space clockwise. This does 
not trigger another production or danger phase. C. You may never have a 
negative number of resources or developments. 
 
5. Wheel Rotation Phase: 
A. Roll the die and follow the directions to turn the wheel(s): 
(player aid) 
B. Resolve the common link (even if it hasn’t changed). 
C. Resolve any disasters that are now linked to your wheel. Simple dangers 
can be ignored. 
D. Mark the beginning of a new round. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 


